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Аннотация. Фрагментация рынка мобильных приложений при наличии, по 

крайней мере, двух главных мобильных платформ делает разработку родных 

приложений более сложной и дорогой. Кросс-платформенные средства 

призваны улучшить ситуацию. Но они проигрывают по качеству интерфейса 

родным приложениям. В статье предлагается один из путей сочетания 

использования родных и кросс-платформенных средств для создания 

высококачественных приложений для нескольких платформ. Описываемый 

ниже подход был использован при создании серии  мобильных приложений. 
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Abstract. The fragmented smartphone market with at least two important mobile 

platforms makes native development of mobile applications a challenging and costly 

endeavour. Cross-platform development might alleviate this situation. But cross-

platform applications lose in user interface to the native ones. This paper suggests 

one possible way of combining native and cross-platform approaches for the creation 

of high quality applications for several mobile platforms. This way was used in 

creation of the mobile applications series described below. 
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Introduction 

The worldwide smartphone market grew 13.0% year over year in 2016 Q2, with 

362.7 million shipments, according to data from the International Data Corporation 

(IDC) Worldwide Quarterly Mobile Phone Tracker [1]. IDC forecasts the market for 

smartphones will see a compound annual growth rate reaching 3 billion devices by 

2017 and Gartner expects over 20 million applications to be developed by 2018. 

There are two main platforms on the mobile market now – Android from Google 

and iOS from Apple. There is no main platform beside that platforms, because 

Android reaches 80% of users and iOS gains more revenue for developers. That's 

why mobile developers want to reach both platforms. On the one hand, there is a 

possible way to develop two applications for each platform separately, but that way 

meets a serious problem of making a dual work. On the other hand, there is a second 

way – development of universal application, that can be launched on several 

platforms. But that application may have problems with accessing to all device 

functions, native look and feel and execution speed. 

This paper describes a possible way of solving the problem described above. 

The first step is analysis of the mobile application structure which results in 

application segmentation. Further there is a research of better implementation way for 

each segment. The result of the analysis is used as a foundation of a new cross-

platform mobile application development strategy. In the conclusion there is an 

example of the strategy usage in real applications development. 

Possible ways of cross-platform applications building 

The most famous type of cross-platform applications is hybrid mobile 

applications. Hybrid mobile applications are like any other applications on user’s 

device. They are installed on user’s device. User can find them in application stores. 

With them, user can play games, engage friends through social media, take photos, 

track health, and much more. 

Like the websites on the internet, hybrid mobile applications are built with a 

combination of web technologies like HTML, CSS, and JavaScript [2]. The key 



difference is that hybrid applications are hosted inside a native application that 

utilizes a mobile platform’s WebView. This enables them to access device 

capabilities such as the accelerometer, camera, contacts, and more. These are 

capabilities that are often restricted to access from inside mobile browsers. 

Cross-platform applications can be also made with the use of C#, C++, Java or 

Delphi languages. There are various tools for each language. 

The most important part in cross-platform application design is to decide which 

parts of application should be made with platform specific tools and which not. 

Application’s logic part can be made with cross-platform tools, because it is invisible 

for the user and its duplicating is unnecessary. Different situation is with 

application’s graphic part – it is the application’s face for users, because they interact 

with it. And there is a controversial network part – it can be made by either native 

neither cross-platform tools. But native tools have more reliable mechanisms of 

network connection analysis and may include third-party libraries for various features 

which use network. For example, social functions, crash-reporting systems and 

application analytic tools. 

Cross-platform mobile application development strategy 

Let's summarize the possible approaches in cross-platform mobile application 

development. 

• Web technologies based on Javascript and HTML are characterized with high 

level portability, but can be applied only to small class of programs, which doesn't 

require a lot of resources and doesn't assume intensive user interaction. 

• Current cross-platform UI creation tools can't provide native user experience 

for the each supported platform. These ways may be useful when it is needed to 

develop small applications with limited opportunities. But it is almost impossible to 

create applications that can compete with the native ones. 

• The most attractive cross-platform solutions are combined from native 

technologies for user interface and system API and cross-platform ones for basic 

code written in speed-effective language, such as C++. 



Considering the above results the following strategy was proposed. It was tested 

in the development process of several mobile applications. The strategy provides 

combined approach with the usage of native (Java, Swift) and cross-platform (C++, 

JavaScript) technologies. The following strategy is  especially useful for applications, 

which have base code written in C++. 

First of all, application model should be analyzed and divided into three 

common parts then: 

• Logic part. The basic application’s functionality. 

• Graphic part. Application’s user interface. 

• Network part. Interaction with remote network services – cloud storage, remote 

authentication, user analytics, etc. 

 
 

Special set of implementation technologies will be provided further for each 

part. That makes the strategy more flexible. Let's discuss the logic part first. 

Logic part 

The logic part should be implemented in C++ language with the usage of JNI [3] 

and Objective-C++ [4] technologies for Android and iOS platforms. Objective-C++ 

code can be linked with Swift language using xCode tools. The logic shouldn’t 

depends on the graphic or network parts. All needed functions can be combined into 

interfaces, which will be implemented for each platform separately. 



Graphic part 

The strategy suggests native implementation of the user interface. That approach 

is justified, because native tools support platform-dependent interface features, such 

as different layouts for landscape and portrait modes, for tablet and phones and so on. 

Also native tools include built-in complex interface elements, such as toolbars, tabs 

and so on. Official mobile development tools have layout editors that notably reduce 

design and implementation time. 

The strategy also allows combined implementation of the user interface – 

conjunction of web and native technologies. Native tools provide ways for web 

contents displaying, so some interface parts can be implemented by web 

technologies. What technology should be used for a specific element or screen 

depends on it's complexity and ways of user interaction with it. Because web 

elements are not so responsive for user actions, they can be used only for low-

interaction elements, such as different read-only views. 

Of course, amount of work increases when using the native approach. 

Implementation of the common interface model is not an easy job, because of 

particularities of interface rules for different platforms. But such sacrifice is justified, 

because final applications fully correspond to the platform’s design guidelines and 

are very attractive for the users. 

Network part 

Network part is responsible for sending and receiving data from the internet. 

Native tools have a big variety of high quality network libraries, which can handle all 

possible network problems. In view of that, network should be implemented using 

native tools. Also native tools have libraries for user analytics, collecting crash 

reports, in-app purchases, different game APIs. 

If logic part needs a communication with network part, it can be implemented 

using linking between C++ and native language – JNI for Java and Objective-C++ for 

Swift [5]. 

Strategy check on practice 



The specified strategy was used when developing the following mobile 

applications: 

• ChessOK Playing Zone – online chess application. 

• Chess: From Beginners To Club – chess educational application. 

• 7-piece Chess Endgame Training – application for accessing 7-piece chess 

service. 

These applications present various tools for chess players. It is possible to pick 

out a common part from these applications. For example, chess rules, game’s moves 

storing and save/load procedures for the whole game. Also there is a common graphic 

part, which consists of chess board, notation and various procedures to operate with 

them. 

Implementation of the common logic part 

Common logic part was written in C++. It should be very reliable, because of its 

fundamental importance for all applications. The special set of unit tests was prepared 

for that purpose, which covers each module’s function. It should be noted that tests 

are written in and working with C++, so they are also cross-platform. CUTE C++ 

library was chosen for their implementation. Common logic part includes the 

following functions: 

• Chess rules support: move rules, castling rules, en passant rule, stalemates and 

checkmates. 

• Game storing as a move sequence, including variants support (multiple moves 

from the same position). 

• Game navigation: moving forward and back, entering and leaving variants, 

positioning at the specified move. 

• Storing comments and other service data for each move. 

• Search for the position in the game. 

• Storing game information: site, event, date, result, opponents' names and 

ratings, time control information. 

• Save and load functions for the standard game representation - PGN (Portable 

Game Notation) [6]. Support of header, variants and comments. 



• Save and load functions for the standard position representation - FEN 

(Forsyth-Edwards Notation) [7]. 

The common part can be used at any system, which has C++ compiler, such as 

Windows, Linux, Mac OS, Android, iOS and Windows Phone. 

JNI technology was used to link the module with Android part. Special classes 

were written to access module's functions from Java. A special attention was given to 

problem with storing a link to C++ instance in Java class instance. Also these units 

perform string and exceptions conversion between Java and C++ representations. 

Objective-C++ was used to link the module with iOS part. Wrapper classes were 

written to make string and exceptions conversion. 

Implementation of the common graphic part 

Common graphic part was implemented using combined way for the user 

interface. High rate interaction elements were implemented with native tools. And 

low rate elements were implemented with web technologies. Graphic part is essential 

to display the whole chess game and the current position, that's why it's linked with 

common logic part and use it to get a position and a moves list. It also passes user 

commands to the logic part, such as to add a move or to go to the specified position. 

Graphic part consists of the following interface elements: 

• The board. Display the current position of the pieces. It can display additional 

information also, such as visual markers (arrows, circles, rectangles) which can be 

used to indicate a previous move or to show some hints. The board provides a 

comfortable way for user to enter the moves - give hints, have several ways of 

entering moves (double-tapping or dragging). This is an important interface element, 

so it should react to the user actions as fast as possible (especially in online chess). 

That's why the board was implemented with native development tools. 

• Notation. Shows a list of moves in the game with additional information 

(numbers and comments). Allows user to browse the moves. It doesn't require high 

rate interaction with the user, so it can be implemented using web technologies - 

HTML and JavaScript. HTML representation is formed in the logic part, which is 

responsible for game storing. As logic part is cross-platform,  each system 



implementation should only load an HTML code into special HTML view element 

with loaded JavaScript functions. 

A special class was implemented to provide reliable communication between 

board and notation, which manages these elements and synchronizes their work. That 

module was implemented using native tools, because it handles the elements, that 

were implemented using native tools also. 

Implementation of the cross-platform applications 

The first made application was “ChessOK Playing Zone” [8]. Android version 

was published into Google Play four years ago and currently have 125 000 total 

downloads and 20 000 active downloads with 4.5 rating. iOS version was published 

into App Store, but doesn’t have such good results. In final applications 50% was 

implemented using cross-platform tools, 10% was presented with common chess part 

and 40% was implemented using platform-dependent tools. 

The second application was “7-piece Chess Endgame Training” [9]. Android 

version was published into Google Play two years ago and now have 33 000 total 

downloads and 11 000 active downloads with 4.6 rating. iOS version wasn't 

published into App Store yet, it is on the final testing stage. In the final applications 

60% was implemented using cross-platform tools, 20% was presented with common 

chess part and 20% was implemented using platform-dependent tools. 

The third application was “Chess: From Beginner To Club” [10]. Android 

version was published into Google Play two years ago and now have 217 000 total 

downloads and 48 000 active downloads with 4.4 rating. iOS version was published 

into App Store year ago and now have 23 000 total downloads and 10 000 active 

downloads with rating 5.0. In the final applications 70%  was implemented using 

cross-platform tools, 10% was presented with common chess part and 20% was 

implemented using platform-dependent tools. 
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